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in ART /  DESIGN  EVENTS,ELSIBE  LOUBSER,ONS  PRAAT MET...

By Elsibe Loubser

She’s a new name to the local art gallery beat, and an artist not yet covered

by local media. Marlene Steyn went directly to London after her studies at

Stellenbosch University, but Cape Town can now see her work.

Portrait of Marlene Steyn, courtesy of the Cabin gallery, copyright Joe
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Madeira

   

Detail from one of two works by Marlene Steyn that showed at

Commune.1 during December 2014, this titled In Face-Outfits

Two works by Marlene Steyn showed at Commune.1 in Wale Street at the end

of 2014 and will be represented by the same gallery at the Cape Town Art

Fair this February. Currently Marlene is on a residency braving minus 30

degrees Celsius in Vermont, painting away.

Now, we might have her GPS coordinates, but her characters inhabit an

alternate universe. Steyn describes one of her characters: “S-he is

continuously braided with shadows and doubles of herself; becoming a braid

(all she ever wanted to be). Her braids (with snake-skin scrunchies) are

antennae and hairy extensions, plugging her into furniture, forests and

sometimes even into herself.”

Intriguing, right!?

Marlene Steyn’s artist’s statement sheds some light on this fantasy world:

“Steyn combines what-if games, daydreaming, classical mythology,
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psychoanalysis theories, movie moments, and, sometimes, ‘something

somebody said while they were slurping chicken soup,’ she explains. ‘I am

interested in the points where histories, contemporary culture, psychology and

imagination become entangled.’ ”

Further detail from In Face-Outfits

http://www.hy-se-sy-se.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/Detail-from-In-Face-Outfits.jpg
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Central images from In Face-Outfits

We had to find out more:

*****

HSSS: It’s been mentioned that the figures in your work can be likened to

those in work by Hieronymus Bosch. Can you comment on that?

Marlene: I still remember the utter awe and the “aaahs” I experienced when I

first encountered Bosch’s “Garden of Earthly Delights”. He is definitely a

historical reference in my work, although we have very different agendas. His

work dealt directly with Christian revelations with clear demarcations of so-

called goods versus evils. It is exactly these binaries that I attempt to unsettle

in my paintings. We are also from very different times, and while he was

visually exploring the theocentric ideologies of his epoch, I am inspired by an

amalgamation of contemporary- and historical discourses, psycho-analytic

theories, as well as the imaginary (magic carpets and mermaids).

HSSS: There is interesting patterning in both works. The patterns in An Island

of Mouth Sharing are actual eyes whereas the patterns in In Face-Outfits

seems like hair and blue cheetah-prints (if cheetah’s markings can be blue).

http://www.hy-se-sy-se.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/Central-images-from-In-Face-Outfits.jpg
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Is there any symbolism attached to the patterning in the works or any other

symbolism you’d like to comment on?

Marlene: Cheetah markings can definitely be blue…especially the ones which

belongs to cheetahs who are very affectionate with the Smurfs.

Detail from An Island for Mouth Sharing

I am intrigued by patterning as its rhythmic surface conveys something which

at first glance seems neutral, decorative and without substance. For me it is

an extremely potent and unending image constructed out of repetition that

signifies doubles and triples and an intricate web of connection points. In

practice I attempt to portray the human subject as something much more

complex than a single and autonomous being. In transcribing the subject into

a pattern I am plugging her into her surroundings, stripping her of her organs

and giving her a multitude of body-doubles…through this gesture I want to

propose an uncanny, schizo-subject who, following psycho-analytic theory, is

predominantly ruled by the unknown territory of the unconscious.

HSSS: There is a tribal feeling in both works; is that so?

Marlene: I would not reject the notion, although I am very sensitive to the

languages I borrow from in my paintings. Julia Kristeva wrote a very inspiring

book called “Strangers to Ourselves” (1991) in which she proposes that the

“foreigner” is an unwanted and integral part of the self that is reflected

outward. It is this interior “otherness” that I attempt to explore in my work;

with a double-jointed finger that doesn’t point outward, but rather inward,

past my skin and bone, trying to poke- and scratch at the unconscious.

http://www.hy-se-sy-se.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/Detail-from-An-Island-for-Mouth-Sharing.jpg
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Marlene Steyn’s work showed at Commune. 1 in Wale Street, Cape

Town during December 2014, in the upper gallery space.

HSSS: How long did each work take you to make?

Marlene: I always try to work on two to four paintings at a time, because it

can get quite intense and blinding to look at one image all day. It is difficult

to attach a time to the paintings as I sometimes hide my paintings from

myself for a few weeks… but on the whole I would say anything between 3-5

weeks.

http://www.hy-se-sy-se.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/Another-view-of-the-work.jpg
http://www.hy-se-sy-se.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/Marlene-Steyn-showing-at-Commune-1.jpg
http://www.hy-se-sy-se.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/From-Commune-1-FB-page.jpg
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HSSS:  How do you work? Is the surface flat when you paint?

Marlene: I usually staple-gun unstretched linen or canvas onto the wall and

work directly onto it. I prefer the hard surface underneath compared to the

trampoline-y surface of the cloths on a stretcher.

HSSS: Why unstretched linen?

Marlene: When a painting is stretched it becomes flattened, cropped, and an

image. There is something very exciting for me about leaving the linen or

canvas unstretched – suddenly the painting reads as an object, skin, or

hanging tapestry. Its unstretched and unframed state also adds a sense of

flux and incompleteness that in turn activates the painting in numerous ways.

HSSS: In the work An Island for Mouth Sharing, there are many mouths but

there seem to be more eyes. Can you comment on that?

Marlene: In An Island for Mouth Sharing the eyes are the spectators – the

viewer’s eyes looking at the mouthsharers and looking back at the viewer (…

they are a bit cock-eyed). I guess there are more eyes than mouths because

each time we blink we are looking at the world with new eyes.

http://www.hy-se-sy-se.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/Another-detail-from-An-Island-for-Mouth-Sharing.jpg
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Detail from An Island for Mouth Sharing

HSSS: In your artist’s statement you refer to Salamacis, who leaps and

collapse into Hermaphroditus, with two sets of eyes and one mouth. Tell us

more about that.

Marlene: I was thinking about the activity of kissing as a kind of formula

where two people with two eyes (2+2=4 eyes) share a mouth (2/2=1).

Further detail from An Island for Mouth Sharing

I never look at visual references when I work, but I am inspired by stories

and texts. I was doing research for my dissertation when I encountered

Salamacis and found her a very compelling and complex character, especially

where she, a female narcissist, forced herself onto Hermaphrodite and clung

onto him so fiercely that an androgynous moiety was formed. S-he

symbolizes a kind of subjectivity that is unstable, contradicted and not easily

categorised.

Her self-love is irrationally in contest with her urgency to unite with

Hermaphrodite – her long locks that she so loved to comb become part of a

sexless subject. I think she is a representative of post-modern subjectivity:

incoherent, in flux, and without a stable kernel.

“…when they feel too complete and coherent I wash their oily faces with

turpentine.”

HSSS: There’s a totem pole feeling in An Island for Mouth Sharing. Is that

intentional?

Marlene: The totem-tower is something that occurs in many of my works; I

am attracted to the questions it raises with regard to the sacred and profane.

I often think about the tower of Babel as well as Jenga towers as very

impressive but fragile structures; they anticipate a fall (or to lean like Pisa).

HSSS: In In Face-Outfits, there’s perhaps a sense of the board game Snakes

and Ladders. Not only because there are snakes, but also because there are

figures going up and figures tumbling down. Would you say that’s something

that other people get too?

Marlene: Painting for me is playing and I even write different rules for myself

when I paint. The cross-directionality of In Face-Outfits is intentional as it

unsettles the notion of a stable subjectivity. There are figures inside the

http://www.hy-se-sy-se.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/Marlene-Steyn-detail-from-An-Island-for-Mouth-Sharing1.jpg
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faces, some slipping out, others suspended and floating; each pulling in a

different direction. Is the figure wearing the face or the face swallowing the

figure?

HSSS: The work An Island for Mouth-Sharing has a sense of mystery within

voyeurism. What is, to your mind, the function of mystery in society and for

the individual? And the function of voyeurism?

Marlene: Mystery lies behind polite smiles, tapping feet and hands fiddling

with coffee mugs. Voyeurism in a sense activates mystery…because the gaze

of others (which they pretend not to give and we pretend not to notice)

orchestrates our movements and manners. Mystery then becomes all the

shadowy corners that the voyeuristic gaze cannot reach, but sometimes

mystery is manufactured to perform for the voyeur.

“the human subject possesses a body and is simultaneously possessed by a

body”

HSSS: The brochure published for the group exhibition at Commune. 1 stated

that your work like the others that were being shown “breaks the Judeo-

Christian belief that we ‘live’ a one-directional and coherent narrative”… and

they called your work uroboric large-scale paintings with figures that seem to

exist in a state between incarnation and reincarnation. “Hung like ancient

secular tapestries, her subjects teeter on the edge of becoming; frozen in an

endless cycle of transformation.” Can you comment on that?

Marlene: My subjects are in-between times and discourses; one foot

sometimes steeped in the sinking sand of art history and the other on

Avatar’s shiny grass (…my subjects are very flexible). The moment they seem

too stable I feel compelled to add a layer that displaces them…when they feel

too complete and coherent I wash their oily faces with turpentine.

HSSS: The show at Commune.1 was subtitled “An alchemy show”. How does

that translate in your work?

Marlene: Alchemy is in part concerned with the transformation of elements

when brought together. My work places alchemy in the discourse of

subjectivity: stirring and merging the body-as-element with another to reach

a dense combination where the autonomous self is no longer recognised (a

disembodied body). The process of figurative fusion allows the alchemist to

fleetingly observe the subject’s spirit (it escaped in the form of bubbles), as

well as the unconscious (the muddy residue at the bottom of the tube).

“I sometimes imagine the canvas to be a carpet… at other times a swimming

pool with a creepy crawly that swallows all the characters that enter it.”

HSSS: In your artist’s statement you speak much about falling, which makes

me think of subject as object in an uncertain fate. You also reference

mythology. Do you think that to some extent our individual plots are already

plotted out? Is fate a force? Are we agents in our own lives and stories?

Marlene: Jean-Luc Nancy wrote in Corpus that the human subject possesses a

body and is simultaneously possessed by a body. He expanded by writing how

the subject and the body is caught up in a demonic dance – pushing, pulling

and offending each other.

I think that we like to believe that we are the sole protagonists in our life

novels, but there are so many things under our skin and inside our mind that

take us on unexpected paths that we never dreamed of traversing. We are

agents, but we should not be ignorant agents. It took me a few years to
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realise that fate is in flux and that all our life chapters do not have to

correspond. It can also be written in different handwriting and sometimes it

can exist as drawings. I have left blank chapters for fate.

HSSS:  Your artist’s statement has a lot of whimsy and some humour. You

refer to the canvas as a carpet – a carpet to slip on. Tell us more about that.

Marlene: The canvas is a carpet that the characters are born onto and moved

around on. Sometimes all the awkward mistakes they make are pushed under

the carpet… with carpet cleaner to try to erase the messy bits… but the messy

bits always leave a trace.

I sometimes imagine the canvas to be a carpet… at other times a swimming

pool with a creepy crawly that swallows all the characters that enter it. It

depends on the narrative, but the canvas can simultaneously be a carpet and

a swimming pool… to allow characters to walk on fluffy water. That’s the best

thing about painting for me… imagination only halts if you allow it to.

HSSS: What do you think of the trend in popular culture towards the

androgynous?

Marlene: I have ambivalent feelings towards this rise in androgynous culture.

It really excites me on the one hand as it is centralizing a marginalised

culture, unsettling constructed gender norms, and opening up a very

productive platform for people to express themselves. I am at the same time

sceptical about some of the marketing of the high fashion campaigns as it is

making money off the visual shock factor of androgyny – and thus underlining

the “strangeness” of it.

In Face-Outfits

HSSS: Your comment with reference to In Face-Outfits: “Her outlines have

become entangled with her inlines as her kidney stones collide with meteorite

rocks.” Tell us more about that comment.

Marlene: While I wrote that I was thinking about how reductive it is to think

in outline, that is, to draw a line around yourself stating “this is me” and “this

is not me”, because the “me” is in a constant process of transformation. The

“me” is also informed by a vast, incomprehensible unconscious as well as

being surrounded by an even more vast, more incomprehensible cosmos.

“I have always been intrigued by the Art Brut movement and Jean Debuffet’s

contributions and reactions to it.”

http://www.hy-se-sy-se.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/In-Face-Outfits.jpg
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HSSS: Do you think painting can be a form of self-mutilation? If so, how do

you recover from it?

Marlene: Painting is different for everybody. Some Sunday painters may paint

to escape from their frustrations and worries… for me it’s things I want to

dissect in my paintings. It can be strenuous and tiring at times, but the joys

mostly outweighs the sighs. Recovering is keeping on painting.

HSSS: The French writer Camus once said that he only felt innocent “at

Sunday soccer matches in a jam-packed stadium and at the theatre”. Losing

innocence is part of the domain of adulthood. Our knowingness robs us of

innocence and it becomes a task to recover innocence. Do you think the

crowded space in your work and the dramatic elements have a similar effect

that the stadia and the theatres had on Camus? – to restore a sense of

innocence?

Marlene: I think Camus felt innocent in the stadia because it was the moment

he could withdraw from the constant process of saying “this is me”.  And the

me is the loss of innocence – the judgemental me, the me concerned with

morals and ethics and the me ashamed of his desires and dreams. He could

just sit there with a beer next to other me-less me’s.

I have received comments like “I do not know where to look” and “It’s so

busy I struggle to see” regarding the carnivalesque settings in my work. It’s

these comments that remind me that I am on the right track.

I want the viewer’s eye to clumsily jump around the surface and to walk away

without a clear mental image. The noise is maybe a restoration of innocence

as it is a loss of one… unfolding in the same space and at times bouncing

against other noisy parts, which results in confused silences and hmmmm’s.

I have always been intrigued by the Art Brut movement and Jean Debuffet’s

contributions and reactions to it. In a way I sometimes allow myself to draw

and react to dreams and emotions in a raw way. And raw here would be:

painting.too.fast.to.exercise.control or drawing.with.the.left.hand or

having.no.idea.what.to.paint.but.just.going.with.it – but then I stop, and look

and revisit and reflect and that may be the “sophistication” you refer to when

you looked at my work.

Sometimes a character I happened to paint will remind me of a fictional or

mythological character like Ophelia or Aladdin… I would then play with the

reference and incorporate it into the narrative, while never fully succumbing

to it.

HSSS: Other art forms you enjoy? Books, music, theatre?

Marlene: Yes times three. I love stories. I recently read a beautiful novel “Ka”

by Roberto Calesso exploring Hindu mythologies where narratives unfold and

fold into other narratives – a bird flying with an elephant in its beak, a god

who walks with his head in a bucket.

HSSS: Taking from a likeness that was made between your work and Vanitas

paintings of the 16th and 17th centuries, to what extent is what you do, let’s

say, meditative… compelling, entrancing? And to what extent is it futile,

meaningless, and repetitive? What for you is the difference between futility

and worth? Can these ideas coincide?

Marlene: I would not call my work meditative, it’s more a figure of thinking

and figuring… and sometimes when I need to figure something out I need to

start from the beginning of the thought. This repetition is productive as it
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always contains difference. The repetition grasps onto the previous thought,

whilst being tainted by the next one.

I sometimes think that if I repeat something numerous times… I will (1)

either be able to feel the thing’s conceptual kernel or (2) exhaust the thing

from its substance. I have learned that the latter usually occurs… in repetition

the thing stutters and breaks, and in a certain sense becomes futile. It’s in

this state of futility that one is able to see the constructions and pre-

conceived judgements and expectations that preceded the thing.

Detail from An Island for Mouth Sharing

HSSS: In your work one can see what looks like scribbles or drawings in the

margin – especially in An Island … Can you tell me more about that?

Marlene: I have always been drawn to drawing as it usually, in my case, a

quick act… a hasty gesture to record a fleeting thought. Most of my drawings

stem from one of these quick pocket-size drawings that stuff my drawers. I

want my paintings to still contain that first “raw” thought, and placing it next

to a more densely painted area acknowledges the process of a doodle

transforming into a painting…a thought becoming richer and denser, layered

and more complex.

http://www.hy-se-sy-se.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/Notes-in-the-margin-from-An-Island-for-Mouth-Sharing.jpg
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Detail from In Face-Outfits

HSSS: What has been the toughest part of your career so far?

Marlene: The tough aspects of my painting process are something that I

invite open-heartedly; I am never quite sure what will unfold on the surface

of my canvass and approach it without reference material. This causes visual

stuttering and awkward figurations, composition struggles and conceptual

ambiguousness. The tough bits are the challenges that each work poses. One

of my mentors, Trasi Henen, once said that a painting is like a relationship,

that it sometimes gets clingy and messy, and that you sometimes need to

take a break from each other. I relate to this in practice and often need to

hide my paintings from myself in order to see it later (the blind love of

painting) or I would be a bit more impulsive and grab scissors instead of a

paintbrush (a little violent), but it’s the mess and the sighs which adds depth

and complexities and contradictions to the works…the stuff we are made out

of.

The real-life tough part is a bit different. Having completed my masters

degree only recently, I am becoming aware of the grown-up responsibilities

that await me. Big words like insurance and rent and transportation is casting

grand shadows. I am extremely blessed with parents who have supported me

http://www.hy-se-sy-se.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/More-detail-from-In-Face-Outfits.jpg
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throughout my undergraduate studies in South Africa and my post-graduate

studies abroad in London. They are my biggest supporters and I would not

have been where I am today without them.

Marlene Steyn at work. Photo supplied.

HSSS: What period or what body of work brought you the most joy (that

being financial or emotional or other, opportunities, for instance).

Marlene: For me my favourite part and happy place is in the studio; in the

process of making and playing. Music plugged into my ears and paintbrush

plugged into the painting. Hours disappear and for that time I am sort of in

my own little world where daydreaming, figuring, writing, remembering,

inventing, reading, looking, green-tea-ing and sighing happen. It’s even

better when my own little world is surrounded by other artists’ own little

worlds and we peek into and visit and critique and discuss each other’s

practises.

I am also extremely glad to have been awarded a fellowship and residency to

go to the Vermont studio centre in Johnson, America, to be part of an artists’

community in the green mountains.

HSSS: So what are you experiencing in Vermont at present?

Marlene: I am playing around with different scales and colour. I am always

afraid to pin my subject matter down, because that sounds very painful. So I

throw the pins away, keep the umbilical cords intact and see how I can

further interweave and braid my subjects into the back- and foregrounds. If I

had the power, I would allow Lady and the Tramp to forever be connected in

spaghetti, and Rapunzel’s braid to connect to the Prince’s beard (thus they

would experience equal amounts of discomfort).

Sitting in my studio now, I see a forest of figures, or a figure forest. Branches

are growing out of their mouths, their limbs becoming trees and they are

touching wood (lucky ladies). Where the trees end they meet, the bottom of

saggy stalactites. There is growing and gravity-producing vertigo.

Read another great interview with Marlene (and see lots more of her work

too!) at this UK-based online magazine:

www.we-heart.com

http://www.hy-se-sy-se.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/Marlene-Steyn-at-work.jpg
http://www.we-heart.com/2014/12/04/marlene-steyn-interview/
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